
the ground (3). Dry forests have lower
diversity and lower net productivity than
do rainforests (4), and the Caatinga is
impoverished in comparison to other
Neotropical dry forests (3, 5); thus, energy
bottlenecks are severe. Capuchins in this
habitat frequently use twigs as probing
tools, unassociated with terrestriality.
Although the use of digging stones is
obviously related to the exploitation of
subterranean resources, we suggest that
this technology is both more diverse and
more complex than the link to ground for-
aging suggested by Visalberghi et al. 

PHYLLIS C. LEE ANDANTONIO C.DEA.MOURA
Department of Biological Anthropology, University
of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2
3DZ , UK.
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Consensus About
Climate Change?

IN HER ESSAY “THE SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS
on climate change” (3 Dec. 2004, p. 1686),
N. Oreskes asserts that the consensus
reflected in the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) appears to
reflect,  well,  a consensus. Although
Oreskes found unanimity in the 928 arti-
cles with key words “global climate
change,” we should not be surprised if a
broader review were to find conclusions at
odds with the IPCC consensus, as “con-
sensus” does not mean uniformity of
perspective. In the discussion motivated
by Oreskes’ Essay, I have seen one claim
made that there are more than 11,000 arti-
cles on “climate change” in the ISI data-
base and suggestions that about 10%
somehow contradict the IPCC consensus
position. 

But so what? If that number is 1% or
40%, it does not make any difference what-
soever from the standpoint of policy action.
Of course, one has to be careful, because
people tend to read into the phrase “policy
action” a particular course of action that
they themselves advocate. But in the IPCC,
one can find statements to use in arguing
for or against support of the Kyoto
Protocol. The same is true for any other
specific course of policy action on climate
change. The IPCC maintains that its assess-
ments do not advocate any single course
of action.
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So in addition to arguing about the sci-
ence of climate change as a proxy for polit-
ical debate on climate policy, we now can
add arguments about the notion of consen-
sus itself. These proxy debates are both a
distraction from progress on climate
change and a reflection of the tendency of
all involved to politicize climate science.
The actions that we take on climate change
should be robust to (i) the diversity of sci-
entific perspectives, and thus also to (ii) the
diversity of perspectives of the nature of the
consensus. A consensus is a measure of a
central tendency and, as such, it necessarily
has a distribution of perspectives around
that central measure (1). On climate
change, almost all of this distribution is
well within the bounds of legitimate scien-
tific debate and reflected within the full text
of the IPCC reports. Our policies should not
be optimized to reflect a single measure of
the central tendency or, worse yet, carica-
tures of that measure, but instead they
should be robust enough to accommodate
the distribution of perspectives around that
central measure, thus providing a buffer
against the possibility that we might learn
more in the future (2).

ROGER A. PIELKE JR.
Center for Science and Technology Policy Research,
University of Colorado, UCB 488, Boulder, CO
80309–0488, USA.
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Response
P IELKE SUGGESTS THAT I CLAIMED THAT
there are no papers in the climate literature
that disagree with the consensus. Not so. I
simply presented the research result that a
sample based on the keywords “global cli-
mate change” did not reveal any, suggest-
ing that the existing scientific dissent has
been greatly exaggerated and confirming
that the statements and reports of leading
scientif ic organizations—including the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences—
accurately reflect the evidence presented in
the scientific literature. 

Pielke is quite right that understanding
the results of scientific research does not
implicate us in any particular course of
action, and the purpose of my Essay was
not to advocate either for or against the
Kyoto accords or any other particular pol-
icy response. A full debate on the moral,
social, political, ethical, and economic
ramifications of possible responses to cli-
mate change—as well as the ramifications
of inaction—would be a very good thing.
But such a debate is impeded by climate-
change deniers. In this respect, I am in
complete agreement with Pielke’s conclu-
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sion, which was precisely the point of my
Essay: Proxy debates about scientif ic
uncertainty are a distraction from the real
issue, which is how best to respond to the
range of likely outcomes of global warm-
ing and how to maximize our ability to
learn about the world we live in so as to be
able to respond efficaciously. Denying sci-
ence advances neither of those goals. 

NAOMIORESKES
Department of History and Science Studies Program,
University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA
92093, USA.

Interpreting Correlation
as Causation?

THE BRIEF ITEM “GAMBLING AS ADDICTION”
(Random Samples, 21 Jan., p. 349) typifies
the serious problems of interpretation that
modern imaging techniques seem to have
magnified many times.

In the study discussed, gamblers were
subjected to functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) scans while play-
ing a simple game. Upon winning, the
gamblers showed a less pronounced
increase in ventral striatal activity than
did control subjects (1). A simple inter-
pretation would be that jaded gamblers
had become less reactive to winning, and
the research team had observed neurolog-
ical underpinnings of this habituation.
Instead, the researchers are described as
having uncovered “abnormalities,” and
that gamblers may “compensate for defi-
ciencies in their brain reward systems…”

Any behavioral difference is presum-
ably correlated with a difference in neuro-
logical activity. However, the dangers of
leaping to causal conclusions involving
brain abnormalities can be seen by apply-
ing the same logic to the posterior hip-
pocampus enlargement found in London
cab drivers (2). Rather than concluding that
the enlargement results from spatial
demands, we might conclude that this
“abnormality” creates an insatiable need
for spatial stimulation, chaining its victims
to potentially dangerous employment with
limited executive prospects.

It is always tempting to treat physiological
correlates of behavior as causing behavior,
but that should make us doubly vigilant about
overlooking the well-known limitations in
the information that correlations are capable
of providing.

JAMESW.ALDRIDGE
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